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Reviews

Reference
Adam Matthew Education products such as Victorian Popular Culture
(CH, Mar’09, 46-3599) and Everyday Life and Women in America (CH,
Oct’08, 46-0654). Features include selected video from ITN Source and
the Huntley Film Archive; other visual materials arranged in thematic
collections and slideshows; a chronology with 2,500-plus entries and
a visualization tool that gives an overview of a topic in a given year; a
dictionary of relevant terms; useful external web links; four topic-specific
essays that give context to the collection; and separate search features for
accessing the Documents, Video, Visual Resources, and any or all of the
other products from Adam Matthew Education (via Archive Explorer).
(Full text access is, of course, limited to those collections to which a
library subscribes.)
All the search tools are useful, and the advanced search for documents
offers a number of options and restrictors for precise full-text searching.
The choice of multiple search screens, however, could be confusing to new
users; help screens list the major features, but provide little guidance on
how to use them. Similarly, document views are appealing and highlight
search terms, but are not entirely intuitive. The site provides a number of
additional tools for working with its content. Users may register to save
searches with a My Archive feature or save images and generate slideshows
in My Lightbox. Citations are exportable to RefWorks and Endnote
(CH, Feb’08, 45-2929), and static URLs and social networking buttons
provide for easy linking to specific documents. The interface, much
like the content of this collection, shows considerable thought regarding
the needs of both researchers and instructors. Summing Up: Highly
recommended. HHH Upper-level undergraduates through faculty/
researchers.—W. L. Svitavsky, Rollins College
49-5440
KF8700
2011-41731 CIP
The U.S. justice system: an encyclopedia, ed. by Steven Harmon
Wilson. ABC-CLIO, 2012. 3v bibl index afp ISBN 9781598843040,
$294.00; ISBN 9781598843057 e-book, contact publisher for price
Editor Wilson and contributors offer a three-volume encyclopedic
set designed for advanced secondary school and undergraduate students.
Coverage includes federal, state, and local concerns, and seeks to address
the history and contemporary functions of the civil and criminal judicial
system. Volume 1 presents the history and development of political
and legal institutions in ten chapters dealing with such topics as the
Constitution, criminal procedure, and the civil justice system. Volume
2 features 120 alphabetically listed short entries covering a wide variety
of subjects, such as affirmative action, common law, habeas corpus, and
the Watergate scandal. Each entry is signed by the contributor and
includes a “Further Reading” section. Volume 3 contains important
primary documents showing the history and function of law enforcement,
including the US Supreme Court and other federal courts, along with
state and local considerations. Examples include the USA PATRIOT
Act, the Civil Rights Act, and the Magna Carta. Summing Up:
Recommended. HH Lower-level undergraduates, high school students,
and general readers.—G. R. Walden, Ohio State University
e 49-5441		
[Internet Resource]
USPages: The Best of US Business
URL: http://www.uspages.com/
[Visited Mar’12] USPages provides a directory of information about
all Fortune 500 corporations, which users can browse by industry or
search. The Fortune 500 is a list of the 500 largest public corporations in
the US with the highest gross revenue; Fortune magazine has published
the list annually since 1955. Company profiles include an overview of the

1852

corporation, a business and financial summary, Fortune 500 ranking score
for the past five years, and contact information. There is also a graph
showing a five-year revenue and profit trend. A simple search box is
consistent throughout the pages and allows users to search all site content.
Five tabs across the top of the page serve as the site’s main organizational
theme. The Home Page tab links to all the information available in the
site; the Business Directory displays all industries with links to companies
within specific industries; the Fortune 500 section contains a brief history
of the Fortune 500 list; About Us describes the scope of the page but lacks
information about the site creators; Contact Us facilitates user feedback
and inquiries.
A navigation panel on the left, which is consistent throughout the
site, duplicates the top tab links and adds a site map link. It includes
three additional sections: USPages Latest Business News; At a Glance,
listing the top five Fortune 500 companies; and Business Shortcuts, which
provides links by major industry. This site is simple and easy to use and
could be a good tool for background research. An inquiry sent via the
contact page regarding the site creator’s credentials was not answered;
thus, this reviewer was unable to verify author credentials. Summing Up:
Recommended. HH With reservations. Undergraduate students at all
levels; general readers.—L. Camacho, Brigham Young University
49-5442
D16
2011-23507 CIP
Williams, Robert C. The historian’s toolbox: a student’s guide to the
theory and craft of history. 3rd ed. M.E. Sharpe, 2012. 230p bibl
index afp ISBN 0765633264, $79.95; ISBN 9780765633262, $79.95
The third edition of this title by Williams (emer., Davidson College)
contains most of the material in the previous editions (2nd ed., 2007;
1st ed., CH, Sep’03, 41-0075), including part 1, “The Craft of History,”
and part 2, “The Tools of History.” The chapter titled “Using the
Internet” has been expanded and moved into a new section—part 3, “The
Relevance of History.” This new part has sections titled “Oral History,”
“Material Culture,” “Public History,” “Event Analysis,” “New Tools: GIS
and CSI,” “History on the Internet,” “TMI: Too Much Information,”
and “Epilogue: The Persistence of History.” The purpose of the third
edition is “to help history students, and even other historians, understand
the tools of the intellectual process and craft that is history.” The book
guides students in selecting a topic, conducting research, evaluating and
acknowledging sources, writing narrative, and interpreting meaning. As
in previous editions, each chapter concludes with a “task”—an assignment
that gives practical application to the concepts discussed. Although pricey
for a student history text, this title, now enhanced with new material,
continues to serve as an excellent guide to conducting historical research.
Summing Up: Highly recommended. HHH Lower-level undergraduates
and above.—E. R. Hitchcock, Cumberland University
49-5443
HV6046
2011-9906 CIP
Women criminals: an encyclopedia of people and issues: v.1: Issues related to women and crime; v.2: Women and crime: biographical profiles, A-Z, ed. by Vickie Jensen. Greenwood, 2012. 2v
bibl index afp ISBN 9780313337130, $189.00; ISBN 9780313068263
e-book, contact publisher for price
Despite the title’s implication, the biographical sketches in volume
2 of Women Criminals are not restricted to those convicted of crimes.
Although most of the profiles are short biographies of women convicted
of murder (often mass or serial murder), others are of women who
have a different relation to the legal system. Among those profiled are
Gloria Steinem and Rosa Parks, protesters again unjust laws; Joyce Ann
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